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KEEP IT CLEAN
“Traditionally, the [condo] buildings were not so modern. Now, 

we’re fortunately getting, I think, some exciting new modern 
buildings, so allow some of the furniture to be modern and 

clean. I like to make my homes very beautiful, but I also like to 
make them very livable: a place where people can go swimming 

and feel like they can come back in and sit on the couch.”

STAY IN HARMONY 
“I try to bring in textures, so 
it’s that balance of organic 
[and inorganic]. For example, 
I did a driftwood mirror to 
go with the glass tabletop 
to balance the elements. 
In these two cases, the 
colors are all pretty muted, 
because I think the outside 
is just so brilliant. I try not 
to compete with the blue, 
but to harmonize with it and 
then throw in the accents. 
The opposite of blue on the 
color wheel is orange, so 
complimentary coral colors 
really work well with the 
blues outside.”

limitthe
Jamie Jackson dishes on décor 
dos for high-rise living. 

as told to HILUXURY TEAM .
photography by OLIVIER KONING

Step right up. Turning a standard condo into a gilded sanctuary is no strange feat for 
Jamie Jackson, design director and owner of Jamie Jackson Design, whose mood board— 
living, moving Pinterest boards—originated interiors explore the luxurious side of condo-
minium life in the Pacific. With a fresh clan of ultrachic condos popping up along the 
waterfront, we sought out Jackson herself for insight on how to live large a few levels up. 

limitthelimitthelimit
Sky’s“Even if you’re up high above the 

sky, you should feel like you have 
the ocean, and you’re a part of it.”
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BE TRANSLUCENT
“I think the most important thing is 

to let the outside in. In both of these 
(pictured: Hokua and Gold Coast con-
dos conceptualized by Jackson), I was 

thinking translucency. I chose chairs 
that are translucent. When you walk 

in this condo, you see this ocean. It’s 
incredible! We didn’t want to stop  

the ocean: We wanted to bring the 
ocean in. The table’s translucent—it 

just shimmers!—so it’s not competing 
with the outside but treating it almost 

like a home in the clouds.”

www.jamiejacksondesign.com

aran ino
at The Kahala

Arancino at The Kahala Ristorante Italiano      5000 kahala ave honolulu 96816      telefono 808-380-4400      www.arancino.com   

Best Italian Restaurant
Finalist

Best Tasting Menu
Finalist

modern.  classic.  italian.
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